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Judge cites death penalty decision

Angela free on $102,500 bail
BY BARBARA EVANS
Special to the Daily
Angela Davis is free on $102,500 bail
today after 16 months of imprisonment.
The $2,500 cash and $100 surety bond
was posted in Palo Alto last night at 6:45 by
Sparacino Bail Bonds of San Jose.
According to her attorneys, Miss Davis
has taken up residence in Santa Clara County
with friends. Attorneys would not reveal the
names, and also declined to comment on what
security precautions would be taken.
The long -fought -for bail order was signed
by Judge Richard Arnason late yesterday
afternoon after an in -chambers (closed door)
session which began at 10 a.m.
Judge Arnason had previously denied two
defense bail motions on the grounds that
California law prohibits bail in capital punishment (death sentence) cases.
However, in light of the Feb. 18 ruling by
the California Supreme Court declaring the
death penalty unconstitutional, the defense
renewed its bail motion.
During the closed door session, Assistant
Attorney General Albert Harris, chief prosecutor of the case, argued that the death
’penalty decision "is not final" until the 30 day appeal period is up.

Noting that Attorney General Evelle
Younger planned to appeal the Supreme Court
decision, Harris said the prosecution would
favor bail only if the 6-1 court decision was
upheld.
The defense, on the other hand, argued
that the death penalty decision was final.
"It was obvious to everyone in the courtroom that the Anderson (death penalty) decision would stand," defense attorney Doris
Brin Walker said outside the courtroom minutes after the bail order had been signed.
"The judge felt there was no point in prolonging the agony," she told a crowd of well
wishers and newsmen.
Harris said he was disappointed at Arnason’s decision but that the prosecution
would not appeal it.
"I believe what the judge is doing is contrary to law," Harris said, "but there is no
point in delaying the trial any longer so we
won’t appeal."
The jury selection process will begin
Monday in Miss Davis’ murder, kidnap, and
conspiracy trial. Harris said the lengthy
list of prospective jurors will be released at
that time.
Howard Moore Jr., chief defense attorney,
said Miss Davis was "elated at the decision
and looks at it as an interim victory."

He stated Miss Davis attributes her release to the mass movement supporting her
cause, and hasn’t forgotten the thousands of ,
political prisoners still in jail.
"We got what we came for," Moore told
a crowd of about 100 of Miss Davis’ supporters shortly before the order was signed.
had been waiting outside the
Well
10 -foot cyclone fence surrounding the courtroom security area since the in -chambers
hearing began in the morning.
The news of Miss Davis’ release was
greeted with shouts of "She’s free," and a
rendition of "Angela broke the walls of San
Jose, San Jose."
Moore said Miss Davis will spend her
time in preparing her defense.
"We are going to have to make our stand
in Santa Clara County," Moore said in reference to a denied change of venue motion.
"Her release will be benificial to the total
defense."
He told newsmen that a more "vigorous"
defense would now be possible. Moore said
Miss Davis had been unable to fully discuss
her case while in jail because she feared
leaks. He said this would no longer be the
case.
In signing the bail order, Judge Arnason
Imposed several restrictions on Miss Davis.

They are:
She must obtain permission from the
court to attend any "public rallies or
meetings;
She must observe the Dec. 23, 1970
order barring any talk about the case;
She must confine herself to the six Bay
Area counties and may not travel by air;
She must report at least once a week
to Wiley Smith, her probation officer;
She may not possess or control any
firearm;
She must obtain permission if she
wishes to change her residence during the
trial;
She must obey all federal and state laws;
She must obey any other orders concerning her conduct which are deemed necessary by Judge Arnason.
According to Moore, Judge Arnason did
not require Miss Davis to personally swear
that she would not leave the country.
"The court is satisfied that she won’t flee."
he said. "There was never any question on
that point."
There will be a rally today at 12:30 on
7th Street sponsored by the SJS chapter of
the Angela Davis Defense Committee. It
will be followed by a meeting at 1 p.m. in
the Guadalupe Room of the College Union.
Cont. on page 5

Council defeats Burch ouster request;
asks rejection of San Antonio complex
By RICK MALASPINA
After a flurry of debate, A.S. Council
yesterday defeated by a 2-8-4 vote a resolution calling for the resignation of A.S.
Attorney General Steve Burch.
The resolution, introduced by Councilman
Bill Jeske, contended Burch
Had become involved and taken stands
on political issues
Discredited A.S. Council and student
government
Used his office as a campaign headquarters
Neglected his duties and responsibilities as attorney general
Elaborating on the charges. Jeske said
Burch had withheld from him Judiciary meeting minutes and case reviews entitled to
coulcil members on request.
"I call you a liar at this time," Burch
shot back.
Jeske further criticized Burch’s involvement in last week’s initiative election.his
alleged influencing coulcil members not to
attend recent meetings, his storing of campaign posters for Sen. George McGovern in
the attorney general’s office.
Jeske specifically alleged that Burch told
Councilman Rich Overstreet to stay away from
last Wednesday’s meeting so that a quorum
would be impossible.
Referring to Burch, Jeske accused, "This
man is incompetent and can’t run his office
effectively."
Responding to the ouster attempt, Burch
told council that he would refuse to resign,
regardless of its decision.

"You have a right to your opinion," said
Burch. "You can’t substantiate it, but you
have a right."
And according to some council members,
the resolution was, in effect, only an opinion
and a request.
Explained councilman Andy MacDonald,
"It acts as a vote of censure and has no
weight other than that."
If passed, the resolution, McDonald said,
would not be enforceable. Although he voted
against the measure, McDonald qualified his

Ireland talk
slated today
Damien Eastwood, Irish Northern Aid
Committee president, will speak today in
the C.U. Loma Prieta Room at 12:30 p.m.
A question and answer period will follow
his speech on the "Majority in Ulster Support Irish Unity."
Irish-born Eastwood is a business major
who plans to return to Ireland after he receives his N.A. in business administration.
His speech Is sponsored by the Committee for Honorable Conservatism.

stand by saying, "In no way do 1 approve
of the attorney general.
Council members Steve Wong, Debbie
Wigely and Rich Overstreet. called for an
investigation of the matter, complaining of
insufficient evidence against Burch. The
motion was denied, 7-4-3.
"I don’t think it is the place of this council to become involved in trivia," said
Overstreet. "This is a cheap stunt of sensationalism."
Later, in his president’s report, AS.
Pres. Mike Buck asked council to recommend the San Jose City Council not to approve the proposed San Antonio Plaza project. (see story above).
The massive apartment complex detailed
in the project, Buck pointed out, would limit
interaction between the campus and the community and deprive students of low-cost housing.
"We can’t block it, but we can demonstrate against it," said Buck. Council then
unanimously approved the recommendation.
Also at yesterday’s meeting council filled
two vacant council seats.
Council approved the appointments of
Linda Stewart and Debbie Wigely, this year’s
only women representatives on council.
Special allocations sent $5,675 to The
Joint Effort, SJS’s new coffee house; $2,500
to a free breakfast program for children
in East San Jose, Alviso and Milpitas; $241
to disabled students to attend a conference
In Anaheim; $250 to the Graphic Offensive to
sponsor a speaker.
Council also allocated $125 to funds sym-

BY MARK SlhfON
Second of Three Parts
Despite opposition, the boys with the
money want to build the San Antonio Plaza
project.
And they will.
Since the introduction of the latest proposal, a combination apartment -hotel -retail
shop complex, the college and the city have
split in their opinions.
The battlers face another chance to argue the proposal next Monday night at a
San Jose City Council public hearing of the
project.
At that session the Council must pass
judgement on the requested rezoning of the
project’s site, between Third and Fourth
streets and San Fernando and San Carlos
streets.
The site, presently a parking lot neighboring the college, must receive the proper
zoning reclassification to build the San Antonio Plaza project.
Basically, college people oppose the project because it promises to do nothing for
SJS.
The supporters of the project really don’t
care what the college thinks.
"They always say there should be better
relations between the college and the community," A.S. President Mike Buck noted.
All they care about is our money," he
said.

posium designed to educate students about
events leading to the recent Bangla desh
conflict.

Student films
highlight day
of Chicanas
Today is the third day of La Semana
Chicana, El Dia De Los Estudiantes. La
Semana Chicana is free to the public and
open 7-11 p.m. in the C.U. Loma Prieta
Room.
This evening’s presentations are speakers, films, "teatros" and a rock band.
The films "Chicano Commencement" and
"Chicano Liberation Day" are a form of
Chicano student expression.
"Chicano Commencement" deals with the
first Chicano graduation ceremonies held at
SJS in 1968.
"Chicano Liberation Day" deals with the
celebration that happened on Sept. 16, Independence Day for all Mexico.
Other events include El Teatro De La
Gente, and a Chicano -oriented heavy rock
band. Both the "teatro" and band are composed of SJS students.

Olney Smith, executive director of the
San Jose Redevelopment Agency, agrees with
this statement.
"We aren’t aiming especially at students.
This project is aimed at middle -income,
white collar workers in the core area."
He states that what the San Antonio project offers most for the student is convenience of a good shopping area in the region.
"Half of the commercial at least, will be
college oriented including theaters, restaurants and clothing stores."
He noted that the residences would be
available to students, but the high rent would
tend to exclude most students.
"It is important to attract the middle income family back into your center core to
have a balanced residency use rather than
perpetuate the flight of the middle class to
the suburbs," Smith explained.
The original project design calling for
student dorms and housing was abandoned
by the Redevelopment Agency and Saga as
"economically unfeasible."

Dorms on decline?
Rich Quisgard, Saga representative, contended dorm style housing is on the decline
with students throughout the country.
According to Smith, "The Saga developers
found great vacancies in similar desirable
structures.
"The units that fill up fastest are ones
students can live in by themselves," Quisgard
asserted.
Buck disagrees, arguing, "Students will
live in dorms if they’re the right kind of
dorms."
SJS Housing Director Cordell Koland
backed up Buck explaining the dorms are
presently operating at peak capacity and have
all semester.
"There is definitely i need for low income
housing. The more married students we have,
the more need for low income housing."

Feasibility debated
The economic feasibility of the present
proposal narrows down to who one asks.
Dr. Theodore Sielaff, SJS marketing professor, instructed his classes to do a study
of the San Antonio project.
The report, prepared by a Business 288
class, concluded that the community would
not sufficiently support such a project.
The report filed by Saga’s survey firm
records the opposite.
Dr. Sielaff notes, "Saga is going ahead on
the basis of recomendations by Larry Smith
Researchers."
Hired by the Redevelopment Agency.
"They’re going to come up with the kind of
recommendation the Agency wants," Dr
Sielaff argues.
Criticism of the design of the project has
come from various sides, including the San
Jose Planning Department

Project design criticized
In a report to the Planning Commission.
the planning staff states, "The building in
tensity of the site is entirely too high leaving
little area for open space, landscaping, and
outdoor recreation for the apartment residents."
"In addition," the report continues, "the
proposed project as designed, creates a
physical as well as visual barrier between
the college and the downtown core area."
Smith contends the design of the project
includes a series of bays and corner cuts
which rid the project of any "blockbuster"
effect.
All the debate tends to lean towards being
beside the point.
The folks with the money want the project.
The Board of Directors of the Chamber of
Commerce in San Jose last week voted
unanimously to support the San Antonio project.
Among their reasons for support, the
Board noted Saga Enterprises’ intention to
"expend a sum in excess of $20 million."
As well, the project would "aid the economy of the city of San Jose by providing
employment during and after construction
plus serve as one more evidence of the
dynamic potential for growth of’ the center
core area of this city."
As one member of the SJS Alumni As
sociation stated, "Don’t buck the Chamber
of Commerce."
Tomorrow: The College sidr
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REFLECTIONS

Forget the red tape
The first initiative at SJS
failed- - -but through no fault of the
student body at large.
Once again the elected and appointed officials in student government have failed to respond to the
student voice.
The first problem lies with the
so-called initiative itself. Attorney General Steve Burch, in drawing up the initative petition, ignored the basic fact all Political
Science One students know, that an
initiative is a statute or constitutuional amendment from the people at large, which if passed is
binding upon our legislative
representatives.
But Burch failed to set up such
a binding statute. The wording on
the petition was indefinite and certainly not strong enough to be
included in the constitution as
law.
The areas meant to be affected
by the law were vague. For example, "musical performances"
was the only listing on the petition for the many programs put
on by the Music Department
Likewise, the provision of
continued funding "until such time
as alternative funding is found"
is inadequate wording for a specific law.
Burch, by not understanding the
difference between an opinion poll
and an initiative was remiss in
his duty to the students.
But then most of the confusion
could have been avoided if the
A.S. Judiciary, now in a personnel
turmoil, had met and determined
the intent of the petition and reworded the initiative measure for
students to vote upon.
However, they were unable to
reach a quorum the day the matter
was to come before them, another
dereliction of official duty, and
the petition passed into the hands
of the Election Board.

However, the Election Board
does not have the jurisdiction to
determine the intent of the petition, since that is a judicial matter.
So the board decided to present
the students with the petition as
originally written --- meaning
students would be voting upon a
meaningless measure.
Even though less than 1,000
students turned out to voice an
opinion on the funding issue, we
can’t blame them for not wanting
to waste their time on something
that amounts to no more than an
opinion poll.
Now Burch expresses the hope
that someone will protest the matter to Judiciary in case another
election does not take place.
But nowhere in our constitution
does it state that a special election may call for another special
election.
In order to have a real initiative election, another petition must
be circulated, signed, certified by
the dean of students, and go before Judiciary and A.S. Council
for approval.
And all that seems like a complete waste of time, with the April
general election so near.
We suggest that the interested
and concerned people on our campus organize a massive lobbying
campaign, and go before the members on council, the executive
branch and the members of the
budget committee to express their
viewpoints.
We tried the bureaucratic red
tape way, and were let down by
our official representatives.
Now it is up to the students
on campus to make sure that A.S.
Pres. Mike Buck hears a collective voice on the issue. We must
make sure he knows that a mandate from the people must be considered when he proposes a budget for next year.

College education not a ’right
I,\ Ito b I’IIeriti
This era of exuberant liberalism on college and university
campuses is in most ways a refreshing and healthy sign.
We have seen racism dealt
a mighty blow and are now gladly
Our new
watching it dissolve.
sexual frankness has helped us
escape our backward Puritan heritage. And our liberal educations
have forced staid religious establishments to update many archaic
beliefs and practices.
With its great benefits, however, our liberalism has its drawbacks. We have formed too many
prejudices that could become al-

most as harmful as the racism,
sexual primitivism and religious
fallacies we are out to destroy.
There are
some ideas that
many college students just can’t
accept. One such idea is that a
college education is not a "right"
of everyone. Many students say
more and more money should go
toward education until everyone
who wants to attend a four-year
institution can have a shot at it.
The fact is, however, not
everyone is made for higher education at a four-year school. The
work is simply too tough for them,

Harmful side effects
The great influx of such subpar students (particularly at state
colleges) has two harmful side
effects.
First, it downgrades the standards of education. Professors,
of late, have found themselves in
a real dilemma. Many of them --believing a failing student merely
reflects the. prof’s own incompetencewi II give few Fs or even
Ds. They are forced to develop
downward -heavy grading curves,
which allow the good student to
"get by" without being challenged.
Secondly, the increasing enrollments are forcing schools to
cut back quality or experimental
programs in order to cope with the
mass of students. Quality is sacrificed for quantity.
At SJS the Russian B.A., German M.A. and Instructional TV
have been the latest victims in
this regard. And it seems particularly ironic in light of the
pending university status for several state colleges. (A university
with no German masters program?)
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Staff Comments

Competition the answer
by Carole Britoil
the few blocks it takes to get there.
Consequently the Spartan
Bookstore does one heck of a
business.
While attending a junior col lege
in San Mateo I remember buying
a book for $10 and actually getting
half back for it.
If I paid $30 in the fall for my
books, I usually resold them for
at least $15.
Not so at SJS. Here you are
lucky if you get one-fourth of your
money back, and most of the time
you end up with about $5.
What SJS needs is a little competition.
If there was another
bookstore on campus with better
buy-back prices, they might see
the light.
Anyway, it wouldn’t
hurt to try.

Have you ever noticed that the
$18 book you bought last fall can
only be sold for something like
$5 the following spring?
Or have you ever come upon
this situation? You want desperately to sell that $20 biology book
back to the bookstore, because you
have absolutely no use for it.
They tell you the instructor has
cancelled that particular book and
they can only give you 25 cents
for it.
Although the Spartan Bookstore
advertises itself as the best buyback bookstore on campus, it’s
ironic that it is the only bookstore on campus.
Sure there
are other bookstores, like Cal and
Roberts, but the majority of the
students can’t be bothered to walk

Campus crazy clocks
I)) LaQuita Bakke!’
Pick your building, pick your
time. It’s a campus variation of
Russian roulette.
To lose, take your chances on
the big spinner dial on the wall.
To win, wear a watch.
Students and faculty alike must
continually note the fluctuation in
building times to get to, or leave
classes at the correct time.
Nationally, there are Standard,
Eastern and Pacific time zones.
On campus there is Centennial Hall
time, College Union time, etc.
A superstition that a clock
stops when its owner dies took
root centuries ago. It was believed
that a clock was not regulated by
its works, but by sympathetic
magic

Money not the answer

ails crtking nianager

The press is the best instrument for

Considered a special privilege,
the winding of a clock was reserved solely for its owner. Thus,
when its owner died, the clock
stopped.
Dearth, not death, is what has
stopped our clocks from running
correctly.
Even with sympathetic magic,
and the mechanical knowledge of
the building and grounds crew,
the clocks cannot be fixed. There
is insuffient money available to
make the repairs, according to
Byron Bollinger, superintendent
of buildings and grounds.
So time marches on, incorrectly, and the game of chance
continues.

and many would be better off taking
a job or joining the service. But
because of parents or peers, they
are pressured into four or more
years of collegiate frustration.
Among these people are those
admitted into a state college with
a mere 2.0 junior college transfer
grade or perhaps incoming freshmen with a 2.3 high school GPA.
Now while educational quality
varies at high schools and junior
colleges, anyone who can compile
only an average grade is probably
not fit for state colleges.
There are some exceptions, of
course, particularly those disadvantaged who are covered by programs like the EOP. But in most
other cases, one should be required to surpass a 2.0.

Fm hijacking this bus! Take us back to 1954!

Letters to the editor

Fair trial for Angela?
(Editors note:
This letter was
written before Judge Richard E.
A rna son decided yesterday to
grant bail.)
Editor:
We, the undersigned faculty at
SJS, join to express our deep concern over whether Angela Davis
can receive a fair trial.
She has been denied bail even
though the Mar in County Probation
Department characterized her as
being an excellentbail risk. Moreover, it is not unusual for people
charged with capital crimes to be
released on bail in California.
Her trial has been accompanied
by extreme security measures,
including restricted access to the
courtroom and prohibition of the
right of her supporters to peacefully demonstrate on her behalf

near the courtroom.
All of this creates, in the public
mind, the presumption that Angela
Davis is guilty, that her trial is
mere formality to confirm her
guilt.
To restore the presumption of
innocence, to help Angela Davis
receive a fair trial, we believe
that Angela Davis should be released on bail, that adequate facilities should be provided for the
general public to attend this trial,
and that the Constitutionally protested right to peaceful assembly
should be upheld.
The above letter
Editors note:
was signed by48 faculty members,
including Robin Brooks, David
Newman, Jack Kurzweil, Wilbert
Crockett and Lori Hembold.

Crilly clarifies views
Editor
My letter to the editor concerning foreign students was stated as
an opinion about foreign student
tuition. That it was an expressed
viewpoint and printed in the Spartan Daily needs no explanation.
Anyone who so wishes may express
himself in the college newspaper.
However, I am outraged, to say
the least, that I have been intimidated a number of times as
a result of expressing my personal
opinion. That such a thing would
happen came as a severe shock to
me.
In every edition of the Spartan
Daily there are numerous and
varied articles about very controversial issues. And there are
many viewpoints expressed in respect to these issues. I find some
letters disagreeable to me also.
That I have been labeled racist,
fascist, or whatever is merely
an indication to me of your narrowmindedness and unwillingness to
see
someonw else’s viewpoint.
Foreign students or any other
group on campus do not have a
monopoly on ideology and perspectives.
It seems to me that the pur-

pose of a college newspaper is to
expose the college and community
to all the viewpoints which are
expressed.
There seem to be a concentrated number of issues and perspectives on this campus which are
very popular and in step to the
times.
They are pushed and
shoved, but when one expresses
himself in a different manner, contrary to "current movements,"
all hell breaks loose.
In my conversations with fellow
students and friends, there is an
indication that people who would
like to say or write something in
the Spartan Daily hesitate to do so
That such an
because of fear.
atmosphere exists on this campus,
where freedom of speech and press
are highly valued, is very disheartening.
Futhermore, I, resent any invasion of my privacy and personal
And I do not intend to be
life.
subjugated to it. I did not write
a letter in regard to anyone’s
integrity, nor to racism. Rather,
I think, the point I attempted to
make was one of priorities.
Gerald Crilly
D21369

More money will not solve the
problem. For under any governor ---Democratic or ’Republican ---only so much will be
allowed for education before taxpayers get fed up.
While trustees and administrators should continue pushing for
more funds’, they should also start
looking at the real problem of
too many students.
Our state provides a vast system of junior colleges, and these
I think should be open to as many
as can pay the small fee for books.
This is the education to which
everyone should have a "right."
These colleges are supported
mainly by the nearby communities,
so they don’t directly drain the
state’s budget.
And they are
sufficient to provide a student with
the I ibera I i zed col lege atmosphere
and a taste of what college -level
study is all about.
But when it comes to the final
two or three years of study, restrictions must be placed on who
should get in so that standards
Perhaps the J.C.
remain high.
transfer grade should be raised
to 2.5 and the requirement for
incoming freshmen also stiffened.
Likewise, the probationary
cutoff level of 2.0 at state colleges
must be raised slightly.
This is the only way, it seems,
to provide the intensified atmosphere of study that the state colleges and universities need to
develop the scholars who will
solve this country’s immense
problems.
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News Review
Survival Faire remnants

Center displays professor’s work

Compiled from Associated Press
by Paula Belshaw
Wire Editor
OAKLAND- -A group of students buried a new Ford
automobile on the SJS campus two years ago and the
same day an exhaust emission engineer at General Motors
Corp. (G.M.) was dismissed from his job.
John Howard. 33, said he was dismissed from his
job as GM’s Fremont plant on Feb. 1970 for "political
reasons."
The San Jose engineer is suing GM for $78,400, claiming he was fired because he contributed to the fund Survival Faire students collected to buy and bury a new automobile.
Howard said all he did was "buy one share of stock
for $1" in Survival Faire, a student -formed corporation
which paid $2,500 to buy a car for burial in protest of
pollution .caused by the internal combustion engine.
Howard said in his suit in Alameda County Superior
Court he was working and took no part in the car -burial
ceremony but his boss "sent me home the same night,
indicating it was an economy move, but I know better "

Burned artichoke inspires art

BY PAULINE BONDONNO
convey the feeling of joy
Have you ever been inemerging from the artist’s
spired by a burned artichoke
soul.
to create a piece of art?
Miss Ballarian’s work is
Anna Ballarian, SJS prospontaneous; out of the most
fessor of art,
created
everyday elements of life she
a
brilliant batik from
creates moving and vivid
her artichoke inspiration
images. With astounding
currently on display at the
imagination the SJS profesSan Jose Art Center.
sor of 15 years controls the
Accompanying this work,
direction and shape of her
a college of Miss Ballarian’s
designs as she works with
batik sketches, stitchery and
unmalleable wax, to create
tie-dyed materials is also
delicate lines, shrouded with
on display at the center, 482
rich, warm colors.
S. Second St., through next
Wednesday.
The joy of the artist surWith wax, dyes and emfaces in her work. In "Song
broidery thread, the artist of the Rolling Earth" the
creates an astonishingly in- artist combines flourescent
LOS ANGELES--Mexican-American activist Corky Gon- tricate euphony
of brilliant oranges, greens, yellows and
zales was released Wednesday after serving a jail sentence
colors in her works which purples on an unusually large
stemming from the East Los Angeles riots in August,
The 42 -year -old leader was convicted last March of
illegally possessing a loaded firearm- -a misdemeanor -during the riots in which three died. He was sentenced
to 90 days in jail late last year and began serving his
sentence shortly after.
He was released several days early for good behavior.
Gonzales was arrested in the cab of a truck carrying
28 other persons after an anti -war rally by Mexican BY TERRI SPRENGER
Americans. Violence erupted in a clash between demonIt just goes to show you that the Army will feed the
strators and sheriff’s deputies.
troops anything.
Gonzales denied knowledge of a pistol dropped on the
Now they’re corking on a way to convert all that
floor of the truck.
The prosecution charged the pistol
periodically confiscated pornography and those comic
was registered to Gonzales’ son-in-law, Narciso Aleman,
books lost by G.I.s over the years, into something
who police said was not in the truck.
reasonably edible.
Luckily they’ve handed the job of abra-ca-dabraing paper into food not to your friendly local mess
sergeant, but to a group of research scientists at
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. Gov. Reubin Askew yesterday
the Army’s Natick Laboratories in Natick, Mass.
announced the signing of an executive order placing a
It all started when the scientists began research
moratorium on all executions in Florida’s electric chair
to find out how and why jungle heat and the rampant
until July 1, 1973.
fungi that comes with it, rot the shirt off a soldier’s
The Democratic governor remarked, "It is in the
back and the tent from over his head.
best interest of the state that further executions be susThe little jungle fungus, they’ve discovered, is
pended until such time as the U.S. Supreme Court gives
actually digesting the shirt’s cellulose content, after
a final ruling on the question."
turning it to sugar.
Hence, the Army found, through the efforts of a
hard-working "digestion machine," that discarded
cellulose such as paper boxes and newsprint can be
transformed into sugar, syrup, molasses, vitamins
SAN FRANCISCO-- Police Traffic Director Thomas
Zaragoza yesterday proposed an auto ban in parts of the
and alcohol.
According to the "National Enquirer" (whose front
city during business hours.
He suggested to the Board of Supervisors a ban on
page was transformed into pancake syrup, so they
passenger vehicles in parts of the downtown area during
should know), the digesting machine filters out all that
business hours and allowing trucks or trailers in certain
black news ink and leaves digestible paper.
hours only.

batik in enchanting swirling
patterns which create a
strong feeling of rhythm. The
patterns resemble musical
notes, reflecting the joyful
song of the earth and the artist’s excitement in living.
Each spiral seems to go
beyond itself. The work establishes a strong feeling of
depth as complementary colors intertwine with each
other and each ensuing swirl
leads the viewer’s eye over
the surface of the wall hanging.
Miss Ballarian’s medium, batik, is created by
painting with was or paste
on resistant parts of the
fabric which are to remain
free of dye. Through successive dippings into various
dyes, the artist can produce subtle overlays of
colors.
Simple designs are usually used with batik since
working with the wax and
successive dippings can be a
difficult procedure. However, Miss Ballarian’s work
is full of intricate detail and
clearly defined images.
"San Marco" particularly
demonstrates the control the
artist maintains with her
medium. The batik, inspired
by her travels in Europe, is
colored with fine -lined mosques seemingly reaching to
the sky. The sparing bits
of bright colors, which seem
to glimpse out from the mirage of lines incorporated into
the buildings, shimmer like
jewels.
Even the batik "Broken
Windows," which could convey a feeling of destructiveness amid Prof. Ballarian’s
other works of joy and rebirth, still has an enchanting aura about it.
The artist portrays each
crack in the window in vivid reds and greens in shapes
that almost seem to be danc-

Corky is free for good behavior

Would you believe
a paper sandwich?

Electric chair current cut

The City may ban automobile

Gad Rapenunt

’Autumn Landscape’
ing figures.
The batik was inspired by
a broken window she saw in
Paris. "It seems that even
in an accidental thing there
can be something positive,"
she explained.
"Composition in Circular Design," a batik with
stitchery attached to a circular frame, was inspired by
the familiar burned artichoke
in a pan and the weird ways
the metal oxidized with the
artichoke.
"To me art should simply
be an expression of what you
see,"
explains Prof.
Ballarian. She has received
numerous awards, including
first in batik from San Francisco Women’s Artists and an
award from the State Fair in
stitchery and batik.
And so she expresses
what she terms, "the very
extravagant mood of nature,"
in a stained glass exhibit,
"Autumn Landscape." The
work conveys a feeling of
simple symmetry and balance as it displays a once burst seed pod gone to rest

Bars open to 18 -year-olds C.U. shows
if Knox’s amendment passes Chicano art
In one year, 18 -year -olds
voting
have invaded the
booths, established their own
legal residences, and signed
contracts without parental
consent. There’s only one
stronghold of adulthood left:
the barroom.
But that bastion may fall
because Assemblymen John
Knox (D -Richmond) has introduced a constitutional
amendment (ACA 25) lowering the legal drinking age to

18.
The amendment, if
passed, would give 18 -year olds all drinking rights adults
now enjoy.
In order to become law,
the amendment must be
approved by both houses of
the state legislature and by
the voters of California. It
would go into effect Jan. 1,
1974.
The amendment is now

sitting in the Assembly Governmental Organization
Committee, which will hear
it March 2.
Student Lobby, a legislative group of University of
California students, is working to get the amendment
passed. A referendum on the
nine California university
campuses revealed that students there support lowering the legal drinking age.

Assemblyman Knox
believes his amendment has
a good chance of passing the
legislature, but Assemblyman Robert Cline (R -Canoga
Park) is less optimistic.
Assemblyman Cline
sponsored similar legislation last year.
He said,
"Senate opposition is substantial and may be exceedingly difficult to sway." His
bill died on the Senate floor
last year.

La Galeria Bron za, featuring contemporary Chicano
art expression by local and
student Chicano artists, is
now open.
Located in the C.U. Pacifica Room, La Galeria, will
be open daily as part of La
Semana Chicana’s cultural
presentations.
Abran Ventura Sanchez,
Galeria coordinator, said the
purpose of La Galeria is to
"communicate in art form
the flowering spirit of the

’Collegial trust’ eroding

Bunzel raps bargaining
The growth of collective
bargaining between faculty
and administrators is a challenge to the governing structures of American colleges
and universities, SJS Pres.
John Bunzel told a New Youk
audience Saturday.
Speaking to an education
symposium at Rockefeller
University, Dr. Bunzel said
the concept of "collegial
trust," or academic decision -making yblamrofni
consensus, is eroding.
It is being replaced, he
said, by "more conspicuous
and formal procedures" such
as collective bargaining.
Pres. Bunzel said pressures for collective bargainbe expected to
ing may
appear in all colleges and universities if they have not
already done so.
He told the audience that
the 2,500
about 160 of
accredited institutions of
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higher learning in the United formal administrative relaStates are currently covered tionships and practices.
by collective bargaining conIncreasingly complex
tracts.
patterns of communication
About 10 per cent of the and a widening gap between
total faculty in the United faculty and administrators
States now belongs to es- have also contributed to the
tablished or recognized bar- situation, Dr. Bunzel said.
gaining units (unions), he
The SJS president presaid.
dicted collective bargaining
Pres. Bunzel Attributed could lead to an adversary
the increase in collective relationship between faculty
bargaining by faculty to seve- members and administraral factors.
tors.
Among them are the
The critical question
growth in size of colleges raised by collective bargainand universities, which he ing, he said, is whether edubelieves has led to more cational institutions will

(400)374-7777

remain communities of
"self-governing professionals," with mutual goals
and shared responsibility and

"Spirit," a soft rock
group, well-known for their
single, "I Got a Line On
You," will appear in concert tomorrow and Saturday
at 3 p.m. at the Fox Theater, 345 S. First St.
Admission to the show,
which will also feature.
Truckin and Gaud, is $9 in
advance and $9.50 at the door.
Spirit’s fourth album,
"Feedback," is currently on
sale. This is the first album with the new group members, Al Staenhly as bass
guitarist and lead singer, and
John Staenhly, lead guitar.
John Locke, on the keyboard, will introduce a new
amplifying system at Friday’s performance, enabling

new Chicano."
Sanchez, who says he’s a
professional consumer, a
student and an artist, also
said "La Galeria will include
mostly Chicano art expression by SJS students." Included will be oils, sculptures, graphics, ceramics
and mobiles.
Among the artists displaying their works in La
Galeria Bronza are Norma
Sanchez, a ceramicist;
Manuel Santos, graphicist;
and Enrique Ante, an oil
painter.
Senorita Sanchez hopes to
"convey some type of communication through our efforts as artists. Our aim
also is to show that there
does exist a Chicano expres sion in art form."

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

’Stevens
music

24 HOUR SERVICE
Bl ACK & *mat omtOPING PRINTING
KODACHROPIA MOVE & SLIMS

66 So FIRST ST Downtown San lose
1084 LINCOlN AVE Willow Glen
56 VALLEY FAIR Shopping Centei
419 UNIVERSITY AVE

Palo Alto

-1202 LI^Lolm Ave295 -7013

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

NORTHFACE & class-5

from LOWA
*Hiking, Climbing & Truck’. Boots

from SUNBIRD & LOADMASTER
* Now Pelvic load Pack Systems

from BONA & ASNES
* Cross Country Skis

2513 Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, Co. 05000

4- SWAM

Artmwor
/ eller
ctsTom.
AVAIR

y

Stitchery, batik, and
printed fabrics that Prof.
Ballarian and her students
have created will be on exhibit in the display cabinet on
the first floor of the library
throughout March.

Fox to feature
soft rock‘Spirif

authority, or be come examples of "industrial democracy" with administrators
acting as "the employer."

* Warm Down Clothing
* Sleeping lags
* Packs & Tents

MOUNTAIN LIFE

and the new colors of autumn.
The artist will give a
discussion and demonstration on her current exhibit
Friday at 8 p.m. at the San
Jose Art Center. There is
no admission charge.

turn to play the grand piano
in concert with an amplifier.
Ed Cassidy will be on the
drums.
"Spirit," formed in 1967
in Los Angeles, performs
only its own music, most
of it written by Staenhly.
"Truckin" and Gaud," two
local groups, played in a
benefit performance for
Switchboard last month.
"Abecrombe" will provide the light show for tomorrow’s performance.
Tickets are available at
the A.S. Business Office, Underground Records, Steven’s
Music, Guitar Showcase, the
Record Factory and Sound
st.tve

Bill’s College
Pharmacy
Miss Breck Hair Spray
reg.

$ 1 09

$ .77

Super "8" Vitamins
rep $o.95
$4.95
Clairol’s Psssssst
reg $1.75
$ 1. 11
1111.

111:111I,1.:11

fir preriplifin.
7,18

111111
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SPORTS

‘Home court advantage’
Keith Peters
By now, word had spread about cage fortunes of the
If anyone tells you there is no such thing as a home
court advantage, tell them to put their money where tight -knit squad from SJS. Fans began swarming to the
home contests, during semester break yet.
their mouth is.
The nation’s third -ranked cage club, Long Beach State,
In the most hotly contested cage race in the PCAA’s
short history, the advantage of playing on one’s home came into Spartan Gym a bit wary of SJS’ recent performance and rightfully so.
court has been more than noticeable.
Playing before a capacity crowd of screaming fans on
Long Beach State and the University of Pacific are the
the verge of going berserk the Spartans completely outforemost examples.
The 49ers, defending PCAA titlist, have won 54 straight played the visitors in all phases of the game except one- games at home. The Tigers as well, are perfect in their the final score.
Despite the ’13-72 last -second loss to Long Beach,
friendly confines, registering 35 consecutive triumphs in
SJS wasn’t deterred.
their tiny Stockton gym.
San Diego State became upset No. 3 when the Spartans
SJS. so long the doormat of the league and resident
cellar dweller up to this year, has given addedproof to topped the Aztecs in overtime, again in the successful surthe fact that a team has a better chance winning at home. roundings of Spartan Gym.
People were disbelieving. How could a team that had
Of the Spartans’ 10 victories this season, nine have been
at home, either the friendly surroundings of Civic Audi- won only five games in the past two years suddenly start
knocking off such powerhouses? A lot of things had to be
torium or in cramped Spartan Gym.
involved, of course, but the biggest thing was having the
OPENING LOSS
The Spartan hoopsters opened their season in the advantage of playing in front of a friendly crowd.
UPSETS CONTINUE
worst way possible. on the road. They promptly lost to
After winning three out of four games, the Spartans’
Utah, upset Air Force, then were edged by Denver.
During the next nine games, the Spartan cagers won three streak seemed in jeopardy with UOP listed as the next
and dropped six. Two of the three wins came at home in opponent. Pacific was battling for the league title, boasted
an All-American candidate and hadn’t lost to SJS since
Spartan Gym.
The Spartans opened up PCAA play with road contests the 1967-68 season.
The credentials and records made no difference as
at Santa Barbara and Los Angeles State. One wouldn’t
Barbara was next and
have to think twice what the outcome would be. SJS lost the Spartans upset UOP. UC Santa
L.A.State followed, as SJS surprised the PCAA in taking
both.
On to Fresno State and the Bulldogs. Another loss six of seven contests at home.
The league’s other teams experienced the same luck
(79-78). Attribute it to playing on the road.
at home as the Spartans’,
Finally, the road -weary Spartans returned home to
Long Beach traveled away from home and was trounced
face a seven -game home stand. Things didn’t look bright for by UOP in Stockton and was upset by Fresno State.
SJS. saddled with a 4-11 mark. But what a difference
UOP went down to the 99ers’ lair and was duefully
that home court makes.
squashed, as were the Spartans on their recent and unCalifornia was the first obstacle in the Spartans way. successful roadtrip to 49er and Aztec country.
The Bears fell to the home -town cagers for the first time
If the SJS cagers could work something out with their
in history. Upset No. 1.
schedule, having most of the games at home, it wouldn’t
Next victim: USF.
be surprising to see the Spartans record their best season
The unsuspecting Dons came into Civic Auditorium with in history.
But that’s an impossibility. As much as an impossibilideas of handling the upstarts with ease. Guess again,
Upset No. 2. ity as beating Long Beach or Pacific at home.
Dons.
The Spartans prevailed, 69-65.

NewEngland
offer appeals
to Eric Dahl
It appeared last week that
the only detail remaining for
Eric Dahl was whether or not
he was going to take time to
learn the proper language
to be spoken in Canada.
No the former Spartan
gridder has put an end to any
further speculation about
playing in Canada. It was
learned yesterday that Dahl
will announce his signing with
New England of the National
Football League within a
matter of days.
When reached for comment, Dahl replied, "The deal
in Canada just didn’t work
out."
"New England made an
offer and they agreed," Dahl
stated.

J ohn Van Dyke (45), fights for ball

Spartan scrummers hope to
outrace UC Davis Saturday
Although not wanting to be
confused with track, the SJS
Rugby Club will by hoping to
win a few more races Saturday against UC Davis on
the Spartan rugby field.
The Spartans sprinted
over and around Kendvick
Hall of USF last Saturday en
route to a 28-3 triumph, SJS’
fourth straight win and fifth
against a tie and two losses.
SJS, officially, will be
playing the UC Davis second
team at 3 p.m., but Davis,
which has its first side
scheduled Auffinst
Santa
FMal

I=

MEI

an

reORIENT

I

Cruz at 1:30 on Spartan turf,
If figured to play many of its
first team players against the
rampaging SJS side.
The Spartan seconds will
also play a 3 p.m. contest
against either Palo Alto or
Santa Clara.
Scummer Tom Werle,
the SJS Club secretary, was
named the standout player of
the week by coach Keith
Lansley although it was the

backs that commanded most
of the limelight against Kendvick Hall. Werle, however,
scored a try and was the forward nearest the ball most
of the game.
Loren Bennett, a scrappy
winger, scored two trys to
pace the win while fullback
Phil Bert et t a and center
Steve Zanetell scored one
each.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

I.

Marilynn Yea

Mike Webb starts a successful fastbreak

Judokas dominate again
BY JACK MOGG
Complete domination of
two championship tournaments highlighted Judo Coach
Yosh Uchida’s weekend.
Three first places in the
Far Western Championships
at Berkeley by black belts
Danny Kikuchi (heavyweight),

tourney as the Spartans edged took a third to complete the
California and Oregon State SJS blackbelt placings.
for the team title. Marvin
Judo from the Orient will
Kusumoto and Jim Murakami be highlighted on March 4
added seconds to strengthen in Spartan Gym as Keio Unithe SJS position.
versity from Tokyo, Japan
National Collegiate will
tangle with Coach
black belt champions Dave Uchida’s judokas at 7:30p.m.
Long and Doug Graham easily Keio, one of the elite schools
outclassed opponents for in Japan, toured the United
first spots in Seattle’s North- States in 1963 and scored
west AAU Invitational Cham- wins in all but one of the 15
pionships. Other placers in- matches against the Sparcluded Jim Pennington, a se- tans.
cond, John Reed and Gary
Since their last meeting,
Martin with thirds.
SIS has dominated American
Second places by Angelo judo with eight consecutive
Workings, James Ewald, Cal National Collegiate ChamKitura and Mike Tithibodeau pionships. It should be an
qualified in the 100 freestyle, culminated a night’s effort in interesting evening for the
along with Dale Winchell in Berkeley. Norman Naritoku fans of international judo.
the 100 backstroke.
The swimmers finally get
back into league action tomorrow afternoon at 3:30
p.m. with the University of
Santa Clara dropping by to
provide the opposition.
5;
On Saturday, Fresno State
rg
. CERAMICS
FINE ARTS
.
.
:.,
invades the Spartan pool to
COMMERCIAL ART . DRAFTING
meet the Monsees-led swimmers who hope to improve on
*THRU FEB 29 -113.00 Mi n. Purchase
their 3-3 record.

Greg Martin (205) and Luis
Gonzales (176) sparked a
rousing SJS win with 48
points. R unne rup school
Laney College finished with
only 10 points.
Mike Wiley and Greg
Taketa captured firsts in the
brown belt section of the

Three swimmers
in PCAA finals
An error in Me schedule
didn’t prevent the Spartan
swimmers from allowing last
weekend to go to waste.
The slated trip down south
to meet Long Beach State and
Los Angeles State never
came about, therefore, coach
Mike Monsees sent his swimmers through their paces in
Spartan waters.
Monsees was pleased to
announce that three of his
men have officially qualified
for the upcoming PCAA league finals off their performance in time trials held
over the weekend.
The finals, scheduled to
take place Mar. 9-11 in Long
Beach, bring together the top
swimmers from around the
league.
Representing the Spartans will be Greg Gibson
and Gary McDowell, who

#

art supplies t - ’
. Er
- R..
150,/0 STUDENT
DISCOUNT 1: I,
San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store

Yearling cagers
topple S.F. State
A taste of victory last
Friday night apparently
sharpened the SJS freshman
basketballers’ appetite.
The yearlings, after a win
over Hayward Friday and
a tough loss to Santa Clara
Saturday, traveled to San
Francisco State and outlasted
the Gator frosh, 66-63.
"We
played extremely
well in the first 10 minutes,"
commented coach Dave
Waxman. His squad led by
an average 10 points until
the Gators closed the gap to
three points at the half.
The Spartahabes. now 6-

14 on the season, lost the lead
in the second stanza but came
back for a comfortable lead
until the last minutes.
Russ Palmer, 6-6 center,
led the scoring with 18 points.
No rebounding statistics
were kept.
Haley Cruduptcontributed 16 points and guard
Ray Hill added 14 in SJS’
balanced scoring.
The Spartababes venture
to Davis for a Friday night
encounter and return to Spartan Gym Saturday night at 6
for their final home game
against Fresno State.

Enjoy summer this school.

THURSDAY, MARCH 9th
Microwave Radio System Development
Multiplex Systems Development
Communications Systems Plonning
Factory Support Engineering
Instrument Development
Computer Application Techniques
Statistical Analysis
Analog and Digital Circuit Design
AM, FM, FDM, TDM, PCM Circuits
Date Modem Development
RF Development
IF Development
Thick Film Development
Network Development
Integrated Corcuit Applications

Summer sessions at the
University of California
offer college students and
teachers some of the best
choices of courses, language institutes and special programs for credit in
the nation.
Plus, they offer college

students and teachers thc
California summer. With its
beaches. Its mountains. Its
lakes. Its perfect weather.
Summer sessions will be
held at Berkeley, Davis,
Irvine, Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego, Santa Barbara and Santa C.1q17. All
l’Irase

(513 LEF1KURT

M.

am a student or teacher al
N.ome

Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer
1105 County Road, San Carlos, Calif 94070
See your campus Placement Of lice now

send

ot them start in mid-lune
but vary in length from
campus to campus. Fees
range from $90 to $200.
For more detailed information about the various
summer sessions on the
UC campuses, fill out this
coupon and mail it to us
1

for
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Quick cure for tension ails
found in relaxing exercises
BY EILEEN COLLA
Lovers spats got you
town? Do school and work
;emu to have you nosing the
bottom of the barrel?
Here’s a quick and easy
cure for what ails you. For
just 10 or 15 minutes a day
rebirth and vitality will be
yours.
What does it feel like
to really relax?
First, you niust acquaint
your body with the difference between relaxation and
Start by concentension.

trating on IIIIIIVII111.11 body
parts.
O Lie down on a bed or
some other comfortable surface.
O Pinch your eyebrows
together as hard as you can.
Hold for five to 10 seconds
and release. Your forehead
should seem to melt into a
placid sheet.
O Now bear down hard
on your teeth so that it
seems you will crack your
jaw. Release.
O Pushing your head for -

Carl Jackson and Ray Gillison
to perform atBlack Revue

sal d. II y ii g rind your Mon
into your chest. Release.
0 Now stretch your arms
toward the sky as if you were
trying desperately to reach
something. Let them drop
uncontrolled. This may be
difficult at first because you
probably aren’t used to just
letting go.
0 Raise your legs about
five inches off the bed,
stretching them and pointing
your toes at the same time.
Let them drop like dead
weight

South Bay

rock -folk -soul plagues flick

yom body should
know the difference between
relaxation and tension. Put
all the tensions together and
hold them for as long as you
can --then just die, go completely limp.
During this
state, breathe slowly and
deeply from your diaphragm.
sue

Think of pleasant things
while you doze. When you
come back to reality, you’ll
find yourself rested, relaxed, and more able to cope
with those trying situations.

The A.S. will present the "Pure Black
Revue" Sunday from 5-7 p.m. in the C.U.
Ballroom. Admission to the performance
Is $1.50.

Sociology students lacking
units may find solace in a
three -unit extension course
called "Sociology of Youth,"
taught by David Wise.
The class meets Mondays
from 4 to 7 p.m. in Ed 229

Schools to recruit
tricts participating follows.
For more information, see
Mrs. Marian Winters or
Mrs. Alice Gunnell in Building AA, in the front office
WaSkirs.
March
Sign-upa

cr

Fob.ion

28, 2913:lrch 1

Fremont Unified School District
Fremont (Alameda County)
Mount Dieblo Unified School District
Concord (Contra Costa County)
Mount PI
t School District
San Jose (Santa Clara County)
Orange Unified School District
Orange (Orem’. County)
Sim Benito Joint Union High School
District
Hollister Men Benito County)
Son
Luis Coastal Unified School
District
San Luis Obispo (San Luis Obispo
County)
Whismen School District
Mountain View (Santa Clara County)
March 11 Education C
Days
Sign-up dater Feb. 28, 29 March 1
Fremont Unified School District

Bail posted
for Angela
Con’t, from page 1
Moore said he did not
think the bail for Miss Davis
excessive, although he said
it was more than she could
personally afford.
"Miss Davis is poor -the people who support her
are poor," Moore said noting that most contribution
to Miss Davis’ defense fund
are in the $3-$5 range.
"There is no question of
getting the money, it’s just
a matter of making it liquid,"

he continued.
Miss Davis Is facing
charges stemming from an
Aug. 7, 1970 escape attempt
in Mann County in which
four persons, including Superior Court Judge Harold
Haley, were killed.
The 28 -year -old former
UCLA instructor is accused
of providing the guns for the
shootout. Under California
law, an accessory is as responsible as a person who
commits a crime.

You Don’t 1-1,2ve To Leave
Campus to find out about
leaving town.
Professional Travel
Service for Students,
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINAT/ON
Eurail Passes
*Group Doscounts

GAS

Campbell Union High School District
San Jose (Sante Clar County)
Cinnabar Elementary School District
Petaluma (Sonoma County)
Clark County School District
Las Vegas, Nevada
Fort Bragg Unified School District
Fort Bregg (Mendocino County)
Fremont Unified School District
Fremont (Alameda)
Kern Joint Union High School District
Bakrsfield (Kern County)
L Canda Unified School District
L. Canada (Los Angeles County)
Long Beach Unified School District
Long Beach (Los Angeles County)
Lucia Mar Unified School District
Pismo Beach (San Luis Obispo
County)
Lynwood Unified School District
Lynwood (Los Angeles County)
Madera Unified School District
Madera (Madera County)
Oakland Unified School District
Oakland (Alameda County)
Palos Verdes Peninsula Unif iedSchool
District
Paramount (Los Angeles County)
Placer Hills Union ElementarySchool
District
Meadow Vista (Placer County)
Redwood City Elementary School
District
Redwood Cite (San MON, County)
Riverside Unified School District

29io

Downstai/ s
College Union
101 30/0
Mon Fri, 9 to S 30

and will cost each student $57.
To pay costs of the course, 22
students will be needed. The
money will be returned to
those wishing to drop the
course before the fourth
meeting

BEST DOCUMENTARY FEATURE /1970

ZACHARIAH

Regular (94.0cteee)

April 15 Education C
Days
Sign-up dater April 10, 11, end 12

BY ERIC SCHATMEIER
tions are ,o..) predictable.
When Newman rides a viscious bucking bronc, the audience knows he will fall
off.
When Marvin wheels
and deals, they know he will
be taken in by the stone
faced farmers. With some
comedians, such as Laurel
and Hardy, a good comic
sense can overcome the
obvious and make it funny.
Newman and Marvin don’t
possess that sense though
and the gags fall flat.
There is nothing else.
Newman’s and Marvin’s
charm cannot make up for the
weak story with no conclusion that make this one of
the longest short movies I’ve
seen.

" Pocket Money" shouldn’t have been that bad. With
veteran actors Paul Newman and Lee Marvin in the
lead roles and a good supporting cast headed by
Strother Martin, the film
should have at least been
an entertaining diversion.
Instead, due to a weak script,
the bored audience was able
to catch up on some unneeded
shut -eye.
Newman struggles with
his role of a bumbling, naive
cowpoke, Jim Kane, who is
a sucker for every con man
that tries to cheat him out
of his pocket money (the
only reference to the title
in the whole movie). One
such con man is Strother
Martin who sends Kane to
Mexico in search of rodeo
cattle.

TWO VINTAGE CLAW

"MRS.
MINIVER"

South of the border, Kane
joins his friend Leonard,
played by Lee Marvin, who is
supposedly wise in the ways
of the business world. But
Leonard is as inept and foolish as his partner and the
pair’s financial ventures
with various stereotyped
Mexicans make up the bulk
of the story.

GREER GORDON
CAL TER PIDGEON
PLUS

"THE
SHINNING
HOUR"
JOAN criAnrOFILi
MELVIN DOUGLAS

It’s hard to determine
whether Pocket Money is
comedy until about half of
its one hour and 45 minute
running time is over and by
that time it doesn’t seem to
matter, because the situa

THURPFRISAT

CINEMA

BURBANK

ISIOGRPARII Al 8 8S(OM
215 7238

EUROPEAN DELIVERY ON BMW CARS & BIKES
Going to Europe? San Jose BMW
offers European delivery at substantia) savings. Use your new BMW
car or bike while you are in Europe and bring it bock with you
when you return.

1438 S.

,,,.

292.7707

1st.
9 30 to 630 Daily. Serv

e 8 100 30 Mon thrum Fri

***************

FOX THEATRE
345 SO. FIRST ST. SAN JOSE!

Riverside (Riverside County)
Salinas Union High School District
Wines (Monterey County)
San Diego Unified School District
San Diego (Sri Diego County)
San Joaquin
School
Elgin
District
East Irvine (Orange County)
Vallejo Unified School District
Vallejo (Solano County)
Visalia Unified School District
Visalia !Tulare County)

*

NOW PLAIIINI. ’111111’ FEB 2.1

This week 011 will be
able to see loot h
Woodstock & Zacha Hall;
plus the live %OH!!
eoneerl Feb. 25-26
all al one lo- priee
and hilly al die Fox.
For more informalion
eall 293-7007.

Ethyl (100+Octame)

32%
Serve Yourself
And Save
Cigarettes 35c
Prices subject to
change without
notice

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th IL Keyes
4th &
NMI

rilliani
MATCHMATES

Jost For

Lights by
ABECROMBE

The Two

ADM. 14.011 in advance, -.41.511 at the door. Buy an advance
ff
ticket. get two FREE tickets to see
(
FEB.16-I9 Mad Dogs & Englishmen ’Shalt; FEB.Z0-24 Woodstock Zacharlah
71:013 PM. Concert Dates - FEB. ZS &ZS
I" & San Carlos, S.J.
TICKETS

Of You

SOUND STAGE ’74.77 STEVENS CREEK
Go/TAR SWOOCIISE
tAVDERoROUND RECORDS
E. SOW Fte,’N.y
..1r2/q JOSE STATE
STEVENS MUSIC /hoz EmmoiN
AN2/1 CoiLECE
RECORD FACTORY 481 S BASCOM
poorNui mitEas
SANTA Eecis avorsrocE

ce

DIAMOND WEDDING RIPKA
from in 11

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART

’Student Stand-by
Cards/ Tickets
Never a Service Charge

Fremont (Alameda County)
Fairfield - Suisun Unified School
District
Fairfield (Solano County)
Fountain Valley School District
Fountain Volley (Orange County)
Milpitas Unified School District
Milpitas (Santa Clara Conntyl
Modesto City Schools
Modesto (Stanislmis County)
Orinerd Union High School District
Oxnard (Ventura County)
Paradise Valley School District
#69/#217
Phonis, Arizona (Maricopa
County
Plumes Unified School District
Quincy (Plumes County)
San Bruno Park Elementary School
District
San Bruno (San Mateo County)
San Ramon Valley Unified School
District
Danville (Contra Costa County)

This is the first take of a weekly column in the Daily
listing entertainment groups appearing at South Bay Area
rock music clubs.
The Datebook column, which may also involve reviews
and observations of selected shows, will appear in the
Thursday or Friday Daily.
Any cover or admission charges will be included if the
information is available. All addresses listed without a
city are San Jose clubs.
Since Santa Clara County is undergoing a small explosion in the number of new rock club -restaurants, the
listing may be incomplete until new clubs can be discovered.
.
.
The superb soul of San Francisco’s Cold Blood, featuring dynamic vocalist Lydia Pense, tops the South Bay
The group appears tonight at the
schedule this week.
rustic Bodega club, 30 S. Central Ave. in Campbell, $2
Childhood’s End on Friday, South Bay
cover charge.
Flash Saturday and James Lee Reeves on Sunday complete the Bodega sounds.
1760 S. 7th, has the Santana -style
The Warehouse,
Underground Railroad tonight through Saturday with a
The brand new Isadore’s at 3830 Stevens
$1.50 tab.
Creek Blvd. presents rock ’n roller Dirty Henry tonight
through Saturday and Abel Sunday. Buttermilk Sky tonight,
James Lee Reeves Friday, John and Dorsey Saturday and
Chris Ramey Sunday at the Hatch Cover - Cellar II, on
Stevens Creek between Kiely Blvd. and Woodhams Rd.
Trilogy tonight through Saturday, three -group jam sessions Sunday at the Garlic Factory, 1001 S. lst. Strawberry Fields (10th and Williams) has Dirty Butter Jug
Band tonight, L. Peters Friday and Pinkie Lee Saturday,
75 cent cover each night. At the Fog Horn, N. Eighth and
Taylor:
Herm Wyatt tonight, Iry Shore Friday and Gail
and Sharky Saturday.
BEYOND SAN JOSE: You tonight (50 cents), Fluid
Drive Friday and Saturday at Homer’s Warehouse, 79
Homer Ave., Palo Alto. Saxaphonist John Klemmer tonight through Sunday with Prince Lasha and the Firebirds,
$2.50 cover at In Your Ear, 135 University Ave. in Palo
Alto.
At Los Altos’ Sand Castle (2nd and S. San Antonio):
James Lee Reeves
The Drifters Friday and Saturday.
tonight Jambalaya Friday, Dagget and Plourgh Saturday and
Tom Martin Sunday at Chuck’s Cellar, one -quarter mile
south of San Antonio on El Camino in Los Altos. At the
Odyssey Room, 799 El Camino in Sunnyvale: Magic tonight
through Saturday.
New Riders of the Purple Sage tonight ($2), The Beans
Friday and Saturday at Chateau Liberte, 22700 Old Santa
Cruz Highway in Los Gatos.

Course open

Teacher positions open

Representatives of various school districts will interview teacher candidates
on March 4 and 11, and
April 15 from 9-5 p.m. in the
C.U. Ballroom.
Appointments for
the
March interviews will be
made beginning Monday at
9 a.m, in the Career Planning and Placement central
office, located downstairs in
Building AA. Appointments
for the April interviews will
be made beginning April 10
at 1 p.m.
The office anticipates
that few appointments will
be available after the first
day of sign-ups. Only students receiving a credentail in the 1971-72 school
yea’ will be eligible.
A list of the school dis-
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Apathy rears ugly head

League draws 20
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Political apathy seems to
have set in at SJS this spring
as only about 20 people showed up in the C.U. Loma
Room yesterday
Prieta
morning to hear two speaksponsored by the
ers
Worker’s League.
The speakers were Juan
Farinas, who was recently
given a two-year jail sentence for failing to cease
and desist and causing a
disruption at the New York
induction center, and Tim
Wohlforth, national general
secretary of the Worker’s
League.

Wohlforth,
the
first
speaker, warned the audience that the Nixon administration is different from
preceding administrations
and "what we have developing is the growth of a
very serious right wing
policy" and "a kind of Bonapartism."
The Nixon administration
was attacked by Wohlforth as
"preparing the destruction
of all the democratic things
we possess."
Wohlforth said that Nixon
is using unemployment to
11.0.
the working

class. He also charged that
the President has "openly
gone to a policy of racism."
The second speaker, Juan
Farinas, was arrested at
the New York induction center in 1968 when he reported
for induction there and proceeded to dist ribute ant - war
leaflets.
The leaflets said that the
Vietnam war is a class war
waged against the interests
of the working class and
poor people and that it serves to benefit the big corporations.
Farinas said that the
government convicted him
not because he caused a

disruption at the induction
center but because he was
a socialist who was going to
enter the army and try to
change it.
"I was being brought to
trial solely because of my
political beliefs," said Farinas, who was sentenced to
two years.
Farinas’ appeal was rejected by the Second Circuit
Court of Appeals in New
York. However, he said he
is appealing the case to the
Supreme Court and is confident they will hear it
because "they have to hear
this kind of case sometime "

Prof. Kelley
Student delegate
dead at 80
Arthur C. Kelley, SJS
professor emeritus, died in
a San Jose hospital Friday.
He was 80.
Prof. Kelley had lived in
San Jose since 1928. He came
to SJS to teach the first accounting courses in the newly
established Commerce Department. which developed
into the School of Business.
He retired as head of the
Accounting Department in
1962, after 34 years at SJS.
Born in Muskegon, Mich.,
Prof. Kelley graduated from
the University of Illinois in
1912. He received a mater’s
degree in accountancy and
commerce from the University of Chicago in 1921. In
1929, he became a certified

public accountant in California.
He was a member of the
American Accounting Association and author of the textbood "Essentials of Accounting." He also contributed
various articles on accounting theory and procedure.
Surviving are his wife,
Betty Cameron Kelley; a son,
Marshall C. Kelley; two
daughters, Mrs. Betty -Anne
Fogg and Mrs. Mary Kathyrn
Williams; a brother, Clarence L. Kelley; and 10 grandchildren.
Funeral services were
held Saturday at Chapel of
the Oaks, Oak Hill Memorial
Park.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT
Professional Pharmacists
Anthony 0 Compaq, Jr

Owner

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500
San Jose

awaits primary
The State Organizing
Committee for Sen. George
McGovern’s presidential
campaign has announced SJS
student Gay Muttersbach has
been chosen as a delegate to
the Democratic National
convention

Miss Muttersbach is a
sophomore political science
major from Los Gatos.
In order for the McGovern delegates to actually
attend the Miami convention,
McGovern will have to win
the June 6 primary.

Sparta Guide
MEETINGS
TODAY
FILIPINO -AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION. 7 pm,CU Guadalupe
Room
Discussion and planning of
F lupin Week.
STUDENTS FOR MUSKIE, 7 p.m ,
Students for
Chambers.
Council
Muskie will have meeting with delegate speakers to launch their campus
Musk le campaign.
ALPHA ETA RHO, international avilion fraternity, 710 p.m.. C.U. Diablo
Room.
Any student interested in
aviation may attend.
THE NAVIGATORS, 7:30 p.m., C.U.
Pacheco Room Bible Study.
BAHA’l STUDENT FORUM, 8 p.m.,
C U Montalvo Room, Mary Nieto will
speak on Bathe’. Holy Days
TOMORROW
HUMANIST COMMITTEE OF SAN
JOSE, 8 p m., 1058 Hyde Ave Free
public meeting on humenism conducted
by Art Jackson. executive director of
the Humanist Committee. Slides will
br, shown
CHESS CLUB. 12-430 p.m , C U
Almaden Room
JONAH’S WAIL, 9.30 pm. 10th and
San Carlos Streets "The Automated
tiottlefield." produced by the Amer,
an Friends Service Committee will

be shown Program consists of slid s
and narration

SPEAKERS!
TODAY
JUAN FARINAS, Cuban political prisoner, will speak on the draft law
Sponsored by Worker’s League C.0
Loma Prieto Room 11 30 s in

ALAMEDA-CONTRA COSTA CAMP
FIRE GIRLS representative will interview girls interested in summer
employment Available positions are
counselors, and program specialists
in swimming, boating, and backpacking Contact the Student Employment Off ice for more information.
TOMORROW
THUNDERBIRD GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
-representative will interview students interested in graduate study
leading to international overseas career, 930 am Sign-ups are being
taken on the Career Planning and
Placement Office
BENEFIT DANCE FOR ANGELA, 9
pm . 894 E Santa Clara St. Donation
Sponsored by the SJS chapter
50C
of Free Angela Davis Committee.

Talks start
Iran Week

This little slipstick
could increase your
typing speed
by two or three days.
Students wit be elated over a completely new
way to correct typing errors: Liquid Paper’sfi new
dispenser, slipstick.
When you’re typing the big one, the 30-page
paper you’ve been sweating for weeks, that’s when
mistakes bug you the most. So you slow down
And the closer you get to the bottom of the page.
the more you clutch up. Mess up now and you’ve
got a whole page to retype.
When you’ve got a slipstick handy, you don’t
worry about mistakes. One easy touch releases a
special fluid that buries the mistake and leaves a
clean new surface like the paper itself.
So you type relaxed. And make fewer mistakes
On the big assignments, Liquid Paper’s new slip stick could put you days ahead.
ASK FOR LIQUID PAPER SLIPSTICK AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE OR ORDER DIRECT WITH THIS COUPON.
Liquid Paper Corporation
Dept. CS
9130 Markville Drive
Dallas. Texas 75231
Please send me

Liquid Paper slipsticks @, $1 25 ea

Name
AddresS
City/Slate/Zip
Total amt. enclosed S
(Texas residents. add 4 Va % Vale dell:cal :ale: tax

Liquid Paper Corporation

Iran Week, sponsored by
SJS’ Iranian Students Association and co -sponsored by
the A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee, will run
Monday through Friday next
week.
Starting Monday’s activities will be a talk on social
and political conditions in
Iran by John Thorne, attorney for deceased Soledad
Brother George Jackson.
Thorne has recently returned from Iran where he
was part of an international
delegation sent there to investigate conditions of political prisoners and to view
the trial of 37 opponents of
the Shah’s regime.
Also scheduled to speak
Monday is Sharon La Bere.
Miss La Bere, a resident of
the Bay Area, was imprison-

ed for five and one-half
months when visiting her
Iranian fiance’s parents in
Iran last year. She was
charged with conspiacy
against the state of Iran.
Miss La Bere will speak
on prison conditions in Iran.
The talk will begin at 1
p.m. in the C.U. Ballroom.
Other events scheduled
for the week will include
a week-long art exhibit in
the College Union and Iran
Night.
Iran Night is Thursday
night from 7 to 10 and will
include such entertainment
as Iranian folk dancing, an
Iranian orchestra and piano
and guitar recitals.
Refreshments will be
served and admission is
free.

Gift presented
Alpha Phi Omega has
presented the Business Department with a dictionary
in memory of the late Dr.
Constantine Danellis, associate professor of finance.

Phil Clark, A - Phi -0
president, made the
presentation of the Webster’s unabridged dictionary
to the Executive Council of
Business
Students

EUROPE’

90nia

Mar.27 $114
Apri124
May15
May21
More than 50 summer departures!!
Jerry
Ca 95112
Associated Students Travel ServIce
287-8240
No other rip-offs!
Opieratsd by studeinta
for students.

33 E. San Fernando, 2nd Flr.
San Jose,

Available only to CSC stwinnts
tinnily. staff and immediate family
ara
baled on a pro ,ata aria,. 0, tns
t.,on,
9ECIL NO,E All cnvta,
at 100% occupancy All .8.. ’novas 05
tOtllr,an rica, an.
sopiocebis and 00.1.1121,. , 0,
. and e.00rtu,
...0100 to en intro.* Or deci/esse deondine On
00 Oat Olatian All 011.c,
rn.avrvaivumba. or ofiemneiwa on 0Ch individual Ilipht

AIMI101..

Fashion showsetfor Tuesday
Modeling tryouts for Delta Sigma Theta’s fashion stioA
will be held Tuesday in the C.U. Ballroom, 7-9:30 p.m
Prospective models for DST’s second annual fashion
show, entitled "What It Is?", having additional questions
are to contact Mr Johnette White, 257-0914
rt*****************************

PRESENTS

Trilogy

’DON’T BE STUPID*i*
Try our $

*

1 99

Dinner

igt

(Choice of 5 entrees)
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Happy Hour 3-7pm

of 3rd
O THE INTERLUDE ’ &corner
Santa Clara

*
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1969 YAMAHA DT -1 Endure, 250 cc
Excellent condition 5475 3541802
aft. 2-00

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND:
Home Cleaners (Basic H; L, etc.);
Food Supplements Ilnatsnt Protein)
Beauty Aids (Proteini zed Shampoo etc .1
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3888

Went to inspect hundreds of used
vehicles in one stop? All makes’
All models -All prices. Free Admission- Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad. Announcements

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W. San Carlos 294-1455. Just
west of Sears. King -Omen. $24, Dbl
$22, Twin: $18. Safety Liners $2,
Frames: $10 plus. 10 -Year Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas, U. L.
Listed heaters pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N. R.0 policy 294-1455
REVIVE YOUR BODY
Join a college -me BALLET class at
Basic
Eufrazia School of Ballet
"musts" for the beginning dancer
246-6675 if no answer 297-2991
PHOTOGRAPHERS ATTENTION, Nude
models available for amateur & professional photographers 328-7071
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at V.fi doz. (no kidding).
Long stem roses at $3.50 & $4.50 doz.
lie a florists box for additional 65C)
Daisies 65C bunch, Bachelor Buttons
95C bunch.-- -Daffodils. Tulips, Iris,
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it- ’’we’ve got it’’ Whether you buy one
flower or a dozen you will receive the
same "fuss tv ribbons" Every purchase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money. TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE USII We also have a
large selection of potted plants, terrariums, dish gardens end dry arrangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford. Our specialty
is our small ’ far the hospital" arrangements at 51.95 & $2 so They’re
cute and "lust enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 (at the
and of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park).
PASSPORTS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 for
$3 75
15 minutes service available.
Daily 8 a m -3 pm Sat till noon
Tinker Bell Studio 1040 The Alameda,
Si

BRIDGESTONE 100cc, Only 126 miles
294-9346
CII Paul
Must sell,

RELIVE THE 20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
SALOON
FEATURING
"DIRTY
MARY" IN AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
"RED BARN" 3166 MONTEREY RD.

REFINED, FURNISHED ROOMS, Male
Kitchen privileges, no smoking or
drinking 293-3088

DANCERS. 53 hr up plus amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, $25 to winner. ParticiThe Brass
pants offered contract.
Rail 734-1454

MEN STUDENTS: PRIvate Rm. $50
me Share room, $25 mu. 146 S. 10th.
295-2035

FOR SALE
HOUSING
THE PISCEAN
35 S. Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King- Queen complete waterbeds $46.00, Double $44, Twin $33
Frames $10& up. Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up. 10 year guarantee on all
beds. Also water sofas, organic furnMellow
iture. pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices. 35
S. 415 267.7030

STUDENT RENTALS
3 IS 4 Bedrooms
Furnished Houses
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Reality, 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

SHEREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35c per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954

PRIVATE ROOM IN ROOMING HOUSE
with kitchen privileges. 22 S. 11th.
From 565,
Call Max:
293-9844.

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased. Top prices paid- ’’cash, or
trade. Lots of fiction, supplementals,
and classics
RECYCLE
BOOK
286-6275 166S. 2nd St
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARSFOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS. Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783-2671
WATER BEDS
San Jose’s oldest
water bed store, Yon Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service. LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft diameter, orange and white. Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc. Only
$5
Visit one of our stores at 400
Park Ave
18 blocks west of &SI
Ph. 286-1263 or 28 E. Campbell Ave
let Winchester) Ph 378-1040
entity Built -Heavy Duty Potter’s
Wheel. $150 Stand-up 2 speed. Electric. A Complete- Cleanoperating unit.
Call 251-1091 After 5 p m.

PEUGEOT ’59 Station wag Runs Great,
$.200 Call 251-7766 evenings

THE DAY OF HOPE
NEW AGE PROPHET fursees a NEW
DAWN IN HISTORY March 4,5, & 6
For further into & tickets 286-1309

"Want a good full time or part time
income job," Call 2982308,

ROOFING & SURFACE coating lob Excellent
Al your leisure
sales.
Call 267-7258 before
commission
2/27.

GIRLS you can earn beautiful lingerie
or wigs free Just by getting your friends
together. I do the rest C11 Sharon
269-3239 after 1

Every weekend Sat & Sun 9am -4 pm
Capitol Drive -In Theatre Capitol Expressway & Monterey Rd. Si
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting
Place for Private Parties to Buy and
Sell Used Vehicles"

No One Under 21 Admitted

ROOM AND BOARD and small salary
for female live. in for help evenings
and or days 243-0398

TR4A, independent rear suspension,
overdrive,
luggage rack, 2
covers, WOO or best offer 292-9373

BANJO WANTED. INexpensive, maybe’ Call Jimmy Wood at 287-1830

listing of the
COI before 500 for
types of vehicles and pr ice ranges "Our
Buyers" were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Questionaire com
plated each weekendl 287-9566

No Cover Wednesday
Thurs. - Sat. 50
1001 First St. San Jose 293-9316

CAMERA, Zeossokon Contaflex Complete with Tessar f 28 lens, light
meter, flash equip . close up lens and
case $85 Call 268-0454 eves

PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your one Vehicle. Invest a total
of $11.03 and little of your time Thousands of "Prospective Buyers" lad
milted free) each weekend
1We average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for ach new VW and moderately priced
transporation vehicle for sale)

La Recording Artists

**
*
**
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ANNOUN( I MENTS

MARRIED STUDENTS
Large 1 or 2 bdrm opts in quiet corn’
plea w/pool. 1/2 block to SJS. w/w
carpets. Built in kit. from $125 468
S. 5th MI 286-0944.

147 UNITS 4 Swimming Pools GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS Neal Clean -Quiet. Studio Apts.-sop. dressing rm.
SOMETHING SPECIAL D61 Studio convertible to 2 bdrms; 2
dressing rms. 2 baths, kit and dining
Well’
ran; accomodate, 4 adults
lighted reserved parking; night security patrol; close to bus -lone, shipping,
$3JS; $105. and up 1319 Sunny Court,
SJ; 297-1200.

DIRECT SALES OR MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY. Work for yourself
lor us). Part time or full time. $1013$800 per we. to start. Call 888-6629
aft. 7 p.m.
YOU WANT UV
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom; Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 82 297 3866
John & Mary Rhoades

’66 MUSTANG.
Completely mound
Ho -performance 289, vac gas mileage,
58,000 mo., must sac $,800 356 3031
59 VW recent overhaul of engine,
brakes, clutch A bargain at S400 Call
263-4784 Wkdys after 5 Wkends
anytime
FALCON 4 dr. sedan. $500. Call
286-0613, David. Aft. 6 p.m.

’65 MUSTANG, red, 3 speed,8cyl New
hitch, tires, trans. Exc. cond. $750
CHI 738-4678
PEUGOT 9311 Station wag Runs Great,
$200 Call 251 7766 evenings

dl,
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
si lines

On, fty

Tao

duei

GUYS & GIRLS coupon soles crew. Cash
paid daily, long hair ok. Work any day
you went. Crew meets M -F 3pm., Sat
I. Sun 10 am. at Spartan House. 4th and
San Carlos. Si. BE THERE
EARN AT HOME ADDRESSING ENVELOPES.
Rush stamped,
self’
addressed envelope plus 250 for way
you can get started for SI
Kenny,
Unit 3, 5521 Spinnaker, SanJose, Calif
95123
JOBS -TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
ok 52 to 53 plus pr/hr 354-8186
POSITION AVAILABLE -"High Pay, No
Investment, No Sales" Submit Resume
by Feb 17, 1972 Mr John Rem,
Decker. c/o Mr Richard Bettger. 782
Woodside East HI?, Sacramento, Cal if
95221

for Cliff

Flail days

2.40
90
3 40
3 90

2.50
3 00
3 50
4 ob
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SERVICES

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your frimdly neighborhood Typing
Service: 287-4355 (Amanuensis, any -

NEED
IMMEDIATELY
FEMALE
ROOMMATE to share 2 dorm apt with
3 others. 1/2 blk from campus. Furn.
$43.75/rno 297-2737
CHRISTIAN GIRL needed to share duplex with 2 others Close to campus.
Call 287-0282 $66/mo
$65 Share 2 bdrm modern turn. apt. 2
blk from SJSC. Own room, pool, garage Phone 298-1333 anytime.
AVAILABLE Mar 2. Fern 2-bdrm
townhouse apt 1-1/2 bath- 1/2 blk from
0.25 Girls call 294-7788 or 258-3277
evenings

2 ROOMMATES TO SHARE 2 bdrm
apt w ’2 male students 2 bibs from
campus. $45 my Steve or Ed aft 6
294-5847
Quiet Room for rent, $35 per month,
male only, 260 So 13th St , Call
294-8507
ROOMATE to share house on 578 S
11th with 3 female students Close to
campus
Own room $55. or share
room 550 Call 297-1357
FEMALE to share newly furnished
room in Girl’s house One block from
Kit prov washer, dryer,
campus
efrog in room $50 rno 441
priv
5 6th St or Call 297-4057
HUGE 1 bdrm apt. lure & unfurn
Ideal for roomates 1/2 blk from SJS
Pet or intent OK 439S 4th 293-3761
For 3 or 4 students Nice furnish
2 bdrm house 475 E Reed St Near
10th See Forst. 246-3023 Morn 111
eves
CLASS 3 Ildrrn. APT. - ONLY ONE
980 deposit
Pool
LEFT AEK
return Newly furnished 470S 11th
267-7590
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Co-ed Just off campus Escl food
linen & maid serv Parking, color TV
Inside courtyard Beautiful, Run by
people who rare Shared $2050 wk
Meals optional
510 wk
293 7374
-

YOUR PAPER READ -EDITED for a
modest fee Experienced Call Joe.
269-9022
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced typist. IBM Selectric-pica Can edit.
4 miles from SJS. Mrs AsIsniain Call
298-4104
WAKE-UP SERVICE
Hey, Sleepy
Head, Let us wake you by phone anytime 926-1875
--

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN:
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19161
CALL:
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT. B.
CULVER CITY. CA.. 90230
EUROPE -ISRAEL-EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts. inexpensive
student camping tours throughout West
and East Europe, including Russia
SOP agent for inter - European student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. #4 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 826-S669 1213) 82.0955 or call campus rep: Steve Cosel
14151545-7131 hours 4-7 pm
GOING TO EUROPE? Bicycle across
11.1y, For details wrote Paola, 21802 Patterson Dr Eugene, Or, 97405
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Haw." or the Orient
Your TWA
Campos Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOWI Save
1/3 with TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 14 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD, Call Bruce
at
267-8668
or 379-2856 for
onformatoon
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 ohs $360
inclustve London departures Small
group camping travel loges 18-301
Also Europe, Africa
Experienced
Write Whole Earth Expeditions Ltd
US Agents for Transit Travel Ltd
Boo 1497, K C Mo 64141
EURORAIL -tours - sof al lights
carrentals hostels -pensions sports
ouropeanciars shopping sleeping bags
mountainbools, etc
Condor, 2305
Wilshire Boulevard SanteMonice 211
828-6064
-
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WHAT’S "DIRTY MARY" DOING BEHIND THE RED BARN ON MONTEREY
RD COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON

Re refunds on canceled ads Pent pow ea here

Thies days

2 00
2 50

Bill Bennet Please Coll RonBeltramo
at the Holiday Inn 28o 5340

TO FACULTY MEMBERS
PRIVATE OFFICES ARE avallblefor
your off -campus requirements Just
one block off campus to 6th & Santa
Clara. Rennovated, period decor on
San Jose’s oldest hi - rise 570
293-1719

WANTED, One or two female roommates Two bedroom apt $SO month,
1,2 blk tram campus Call 293-4883

DANCERS TOPLESS. Wanted for full
or part time Amateur every Wed.
$25 for winner
$15 for all part
1780 MTN. VIEW-ALVISORD. SUNNY VALE. 734-14541

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

PERSONALS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Coo coo nuttofrorn
your crazy Italian lover’

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for artists, photographers, students, groups.
Rates open NO porno
workshops.
After 5, weekends, 275-6168

CLASSIFIED RATES
Thre
Pie

MAN to share 2 bdrrn apt. Royal Lama;
S80 mo plus utilities
pools, etc
258-8124 before 9 after 7

1 BORM, APT. -$110- Includes util.
2 blocks from campus. S. 10Ih, Small.
Nice for couple. PH. 275-8145-weekdays

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
share townhouse opt 446 S. 11th St 02
or 286-6654 $63 33/month

COUPLES WANTED for part time lob
with full time pay. Sales by Appt. Call
Mr. Crow 226-4858.

FEMALE to share newly furnished
One block
room on Girl’s house.
Kit. prov., washer,
from campus.
$50
dryer, prov refrog in room.
rno. 441 S. 6th St or Call 297-4057.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc All professions and occupations,
$700 to $3,000 monthly
Expenses
mid, overtime, sightseeing Free information
Write. Jobs On
Dept. SC Box 15071, San Diego, CA.
92115

HELP WANTED

’61 Cadillac Power everything. Call
289-9710 0350 or best offer.

ROOMATE to share house on 578
S 11th with 3 female students. Close
to campus Own room $55, or share
room $50 Call 297-1357

GIRLS: 2 bdrm. turn, apt. $150 451
So 10th St; 1/2 blk SJS 11 em -2 pm.’
bit -in kitchen

FRESH CUT FLOWERS- Very reason.
able. Corsages, 51.50 & up. Flowers
287-6805 or
occasions
for all
246-3023

a weekend isn’t bad! Heavy
$100
Lawn aerating
sales/management.
Green Thumb Inc 294-4010

share room, $50 me
FOR RENT:
Ivy Hall, 297 E.
kitchen privileges
See Danny Labrie.
San Fernando

LIT MAJORS: What critic discussed
FotzgerId’s debt in "Tender Is The
Night" to Keats’ "Isabella" ? Where,
Reward $10. 253-5096

GORGEOUS REDHEADS Loving,
6 week old Irish
Lively, Available
Setter pups A K C Champion stock
Reasonably priced, Call 941-2400

’71 TOYOTA COROLLA COUPE -1600
cc Mint cond. Many extras. 10,000
miles. Still under factory warranty.
574-4464 eves.

URGENTI Female roornste to share
1 bdrm. apt $55 mo. See Julia aft.
6 pm. 565$ 11th St. I/4

GIRLS OWL YI New rooms with kitchen
priv. From 560. 99 So. 984 and 276
S. 10th
Across campus Parking.
Phone -295-8526 or 295-8514.

STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES.
Start mimed. 81.75hr. Apply inperson
80S, 1st. San Jose. Part or full time.

AUTOMOTIVE

’$6 Ford. Good Condition. Almost new
interior and tires.
Asking $175 or
offer Kevin. 297-6870
Way

sc i44 urges.
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